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INDCs: an unprecedented engagement
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Source: http://files.newclimate.org/indc-preparation-progress/, NewClimate Institute survey for UNFCCC and UNDP

• 92% of global emissions coverage expected by the start of Paris negotiations

• Over 98% of total global GHG emissions covered by 160 submissions, representing 187 
Parties (December 12, 2015)

www.newclimate.org

http://files.newclimate.org/indc-preparation-progress/
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Significant increase in volume 

and mitigation ambition of 

countries in comparison to 

Copenhagen!



INDC prepartion have been a catalyst 
for national climate action

National climate change processes were kick-started, 

consolidated and enhanced

Capacity for climate planning was increased

INDC processes accelerated countries’ mitigation 

actions and commitments 

Pre-2020 ambition was indirectly enhanced
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Source: www.mitigationpartnership.net/indcs-catalysts-climate-action 

 

 
 

 

Summary 
The preparation for the new international climate agreement has advanced 

national policy making even before the agreement is adopted. NewClimate 

Institute in cooperation with Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale 

Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH on behalf of the German Federal Ministry of 

Environment, Nature Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety (BMUB), 

assessed the extent to which the preparation of intended nationally determined 

contributions (INDCs) has catalysed enhanced national climate change 

mitigation capacity and action, beyond the preparation of the INDC itself. The 

results are presented in Figure 1 and summarised overleaf. 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 1: INDC process benefits reported by 52 countries 

 

Preparation of Intended Nationally Determined 

Contributions (INDCs) as a catalyst for national 

climate action 

This publication has received financial support by the International Climate Initiative based on a decision of the German 
Bundestag. The concepts expressed in this publication do not 

necessarily represent the views of the German 
government, or the endorsement of any approach described herein. 
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Climate change planning is steered by an 

inter-ministerial body Climate change focal points are in place in 

each line ministry 
Ministries communicate with each other 

regularly on climate issues Line ministries have a strong understanding 

of climate issues 
A wide range of stakeholders are consulted 

for climate planning The available technical options for 

mitigation are well understood Finance and support needs are well 

understood 
Available options for accessing international 

finance are well understood The INDC process accelerated other existing 

climate change processes The INDC process affected pre-2020 

ambition, in addition to post-2020 targets 
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http://mitigationpartner ship.net/indcs-catalysts-climate-action 

This publication has received financial support 
by the International Climate Initiative based on 

a decision of the German 
Bundestag. The concepts 
expressed in this publication do not necessarily represent the 

views of the German government, or the endorsement of any approach described herein. 

Impact of the INDC process on national climate policy processes goes 

far beyond the implications of Paris Agreement text itself!

www.newclimate.org

http://www.mitigationpartnership.net/indcs-catalysts-climate-action


Impacts of the INDC process
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Source: NewClimate Institute Survey of 52 countries in October 2015 www.mitigationpartnership.net/indcs-catalysts-climate-action
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Impacts of the INDC process (cont.)
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Source: NewClimate Institute survey of 52 countries in October 2015
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INDCs move emissions and 
temperature, but not enough!
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Source: Climate Action Tracker, 1 October 2015, 
http://climateactiontracker.org/assets/publications/CAT_global_temperature_update_October_2015.pdf
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Summary 

 The UNFCCC set  a deadline of  October 1, 2015 for Intended 

Nat ionally Determined Cont ribut ions (INDCs) to be included in it s 

synthesis document . While more INDCs may come in over the day, as 

of  11am 108 INDCs represent ing 135 count ries have been registered 

wit h the UNFCCC, covering about  78% of  global emissions. 

 The INDC process has led to a signif icant  improvement  in 

promised act ion compared to earlier pledges of  act ion and informal 

announcements.  

 If  fully implemented, t he submit ted INDCs for 2025 and 

2030 are projected to lead to a warming of  around 2.7°C by 2100 

ref lect ing a 0.4°C improvement  on the sit uat ion in December 2014, 

where only announcements for 2030 and pledges for 2020 were 

available. 

 Compared to the 3.6°C by 2100 warming that  is projected to 

result  f rom current  policies the INDCs submit ted lower warming by 

about  0.9°C  

 There is st ill a large emissions gap in 2025 and, to stay below 2°C, the gap is 11-13 GtCO2e.  

For 1.5°C the 2025 gap is 14-16 GtCO2e and would therefore require signif icant  

improvement  in the level of  mit igat ion ambit ion. 

 With current  INDCs, the emissions gap is set  to grow rapidly towards 2030.  

 There is a major risk that  if  current  INDCs are locked in for 2030 and not  reviewed and 

st rengthened every f ive years, start ing in 2020, that  achievement  of  the 1.5°C goal called for 

by all t he most  vulnerable count ries may be locked out , and achievement  of  t he 2°C goal 

fundamentally threat ened. 

 Of  t he 19 INDCs rated by t he CAT, covering about  71% of  global emissions, 17 have not  

been rated as “suf f icient .”  Instead, we rated eight , which cover 56% of  global emissions, 

“medium,”  and eight , which cover 14% of  global emissions as "inadequate." Two are 

suf f icient  but  cover only 0.4% of  global emissions, and one is not  rated due to insuf f icient  

informat ion. 

 Based on the climate act ion promised under the INDCs it  is now clear that  governments at  

t he Paris climate conference need to consider a formal acknowledgement  that  there is an 

insuf f icient  level of  mit igat ion ambit ion for 2025 and 2030 to limit  warming below 2
o
C. A 

rapid review of  the INDCs at  the lat est  by 2020 for the post -2025 period, backed by 

cont inuous ef fort s before the ent ry into force of  the Agreement  is needed to catalyse 

act ion and ensure the Agreement  has a running start . 

www.newclimate.org

http://climateactiontracker.org/assets/publications/CAT_global_temperature_update_October_2015.pdf


Paris Agreement: Stepping stone from 
INDCs to ambitious NDCs?

The long term goal sends a clear signal for decarbonisation
2 degree C, reference to 1.5 (Article 2.1(a))

Indicative of the need for net-zero emissions (Article 4.1)

Provisions to ratchet up national ambition and track progress
Governments will need to update their actions every five years 

Suggestions for improvement for each country will be provided during a review of 
countries actions.

5 year stocktakes

facilitative committee for implementation

Overall a good start – the real challenge starts now
National contributions need to be implemented

Ambition needs to be ramped up

Non-state actions need to be included in climate planning
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Source: NewClimate Blog ‘What the Paris Agreement means for global climate change mitigation’ 

www.newclimate.org

http://newclimate.org/2015/12/14/what-the-paris-agreement-means-for-global-climate-change-mitigation/


Challenges in INDC preparation: 
Extent of challenges faced

INDC preparation was not a 
straightforward undertaking 

for most developing countries

79% 
of consulted developing 

countries report minor or 
major difficulties or delays in 
the INDC preparation process

29% 
experienced major delays of 

several months
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Source: NewClimate Institute survey of 52 developing countries October 2015 
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Overview of challenges

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Lack of high level political support / mandate

Conflict with other political priorities

Difficulties to assess the level of fairness and ambition

Limited understanding of how to formulate the INDC

Lack of coordination with and between various ministries

Lack of understanding of the objective amongst ministries

Lack of progress in other parallel climate strategy processes

Difficulties to consult broader non-governmental stakeholders

Lack of capacity/ personnel

Limited availability of information / expertise on technical options

Limited synchronisation between the political & technical process

Difficulties to assess economic impacts and co-benefits

Difficulties to assess financial and support needs

Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree Neither agree nor disagree Somewhat agree Strongly agree

Source: NewClimate Institute survey of 52 developing countries October 2015 
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Technical 

issues 

remain key

Political 

landscape 

improving

 Fewer than ¼ of countries lacked strong political mandate and 

very few reported the low priority of climate change policy as a 

barrier

 Ca. ⅔ of countries faced barriers with assessment of technical 

options, impacts, financial and support needs.

 Political and technical processes remain too disjointed 

12www.newclimate.org



Key take-aways for INDC implementation

Momentum from 

INDC process
Increased political 

engagement→

The momentum has begun to address what was previously a major barrier for policy 

planning and action at the national level.

Limited technical capacity remains a major barrier

detracting from the ability of countries to increase ambition with confidence

Regular rounds to renew and revisions of NDCs as per the Paris Agreement 

can maintain the momentum

International cooperation can continue to close remaining capacity gaps

Particularly for: - Analysis of technical options

- Assessment of costs and support needs

- Development of INDC implementation plans

13www.newclimate.org



Thank you for your attention!

Ritika Tewari, NewClimate Institute 

r.tewari@newclimate.org

Sources:

• Preparation of Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs) as a 
catalyst for national climate action Briefing Paper;
www.mitigationpartnership.net/indcs-catalysts-climate-action

• Overcoming the challenges of INDC preparation: experiences and lessons 
learned - Aug 2015; www.newclimate.org/publications

• NewClimate INDC tracker; http://files.newclimate.org/indc-preparation-progress/

• Climate Action Tacker; http://climateactiontracker.org/

• NewClimate Blog, ‘What the Paris Agreement means for global climate 
change mitigation’; http://newclimate.org/2015/12/14/what-the-paris-agreement-
means-for-global-climate-change-mitigation/

www.newclimate.org 14
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Back-up Slides
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UNEP GAP Report

16• Source: UNEP gap report: 
http://uneplive.unep.org/media/docs/theme/13/EGR_2015_301115_lores.pd
f

http://uneplive.unep.org/media/docs/theme/13/EGR_2015_301115_lores.pdf


INDCs Move emissions and temperature but not 
enough

17• Source: UNFCCC synthesis report 
http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2015/cop21/eng/07.pdf

FCCC/CP/2015/7 
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delay only after 2030 (turquoise). In those scenarios, subsequent emission reduction rates 

over the period 2030–2050 are higher if there is a delayed enhancement of global 

mitigation. 

Figure 2 

Comparison of global emission levels resulting from the intended nationally 

determined contributions in 2025 and 2030 with other trajectories  

 

 

Source: AR5 scenario database, IPCC historical emission database and INDC quantification.  

Abbreviations: AR4 = Fourth Assessment Report of the IPCC, AR5 = Fifth Assessment Report of the IPCC, 

GHG = greenhouse gas, GWP = global warming potential, HST = high short-term target, INDCs = intended nationally 

determined contributions, IPCC = Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. 

39. The estimated aggregate annual global emission levels resulting from the 

implementation of the INDCs do not fall within least-cost 2 °C scenarios by 2025 and 

2030. The global temperature increase by the end of this century depends both on emissions 

up to 2030, which depends on the level of effort in the INDCs and any increase thereof, and 

emissions in the post-2030 period. By lowering emissions below pre-INDC trajectories, the 

INDCs contribute to lowering the expected temperature rise until and beyond 2100. 

However, temperature levels by the end of the century strongly depend on 

assumptions on socioeconomic drivers, technology development and action 

undertaken by Parties beyond the time frames stated in their INDCs (e.g. beyond 2025 

and 2030). Making such assumptions is beyond the scope of this report. 

40. If Parties were to not enhance mitigation action until 2030 beyond the action 

envisaged in the INDCs, the possibility of keeping the temperature increase below 2 °C still 

remains. However, the scenarios in the IPCC AR5 indicate that this could be achieved only 

at substantially higher annual emission reduction rates and cost compared with the least-

cost scenarios that start today or in 2020. Therefore, much greater emission reductions 

effort than those associated with the INDCs will be required in the period after 2025 and 

2030 to hold the temperature rise below 2 °C above pre-industrial levels. 

http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2015/cop21/eng/07.pdf

